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 CASE STUDY:  PAM Cooking Spray “Haunted” 

 

PAM needed to reverse an ongoing share loss vs. Store Brands due to a perceived lack of differentiation 

and a roughly $1/can price premium.  PAM’s Marketing Strategy was to prove to brand switchers there 

was a difference between cooking sprays worth paying for.  The Marketing Objective was to close the 10 

point volume share gap vs. Store Brand cooking spray.   

 

Starting with barriers research, we honed in on something potentially transformative: “residue build up 

on cookware.” This was meaningful to both PAM switchers and loyalists.  Further, we knew residue build 

up was linked to cooking spray and a broader competitive set like margarine and oil.  This inspired R&D 

to develop a patented, demonstrably superior oil blend delivering up to 99% less residue build up than 

other products (Store Brand cooking sprays, oil, and margarine). 

 

We used qualitative research with both General Market and Latino consumers as the forum to debut the 

new formula and help define benefit areas.   

• We asked consumers to bring in their cookware to see residue in action.  Their beloved cookie 

sheets and skillets were stained with what was called “gunk” or “sticky brown stuff.” Sentiments like 

“yuck,” and “I hate that stuff” along with wrinkled noses and feelings of disgust and embarrassment 

were expressed.    

 
Surprisingly, many consumers had no idea where residue came from.  Some blamed cooking agents, 

certain foods, their pans, or even themselves for not scrubbing hard enough. All seemed resigned to 

either living with residue or replacing their cookware. 

• We also noticed a striking difference between Latinos’ and non-Latinos’ cookware. Latinos’ 

cookware was significantly less residue-laden.  This difference was due to the pride Latinos take in 

ensuring the cleanliness of their pans.  While their pans were in no way free of residue, it reinforced 

the need communicate realistically to Latinos.    
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• Then we engaged consumers in what turned out to be a key inspiration point. We showed R&D’s 

scientific and controlled laboratory development work to consumers – new pans and dishes that had 

been coated with new PAM and a variety of competitive cooking products, then baked and washed.  

The difference was startling!  We heard lots of “wows!” and requests to take the new PAM home 

with them NOW.  It became clear that visual proof would be critical to show the stark difference in 

residue build up between PAM and competitive products.   

 
• Showcasing the visual difference also unlocked the insight.  To the General Market, the absence of 

residue meant less time scrubbing, the absolute low point of the meal preparation process.  For 

Latinos, their immediate and consistent reaction to pans with residue was that “if it’s on my pans, 

it’s in my body.”  For Latinos, PAM’s no residue benefit added a proprietary and motivating overlay 

to PAM’s existing health benefit, thus helping Latinos in their quest for healthier cooking.  

 
Complementing this work, we conducted a linguistics analysis of the focus group conversations to 

understand key themes, deeper meanings, and underlying connections.  In addition to the functional 

messages of saving time and cleaning ease, consumers felt a powerful emotional connection to the 

brand:  “PAM understands me and knows what I am feeling.”  Based on this analysis, displaying the 

appropriate empathy and tonality would be paramount in the communications.  

  

Talking about something gross, like residue, was new for PAM. As a food company, we traditionally 

showcase beautiful food shots and meal enjoyment. To help us, we had AceMetrix analyze Febreze’s 

‘Experiment’ campaign to understand how it delivered on Information and Likeability.  While Febreze is 
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not food, PAM and Febreze are both low involvement categories that eliminate something negative. 

What we learned provided reassurance, as consumers viewed ‘Experiment’ as an attention-getting and 

interesting way to demonstrate a product benefit.  The Febreze campaign scored well above its 

competitive set on Likeability and at par with the competitive set on Information.   

 

The campaign idea that emerged was to show that residue was a dirty little reality that haunted cooks 

every time they reached for a pan or cookie sheet and PAM could solve that.  The ‘Haunted’ campaign 

needed to be hard-hitting to wake consumers up from their habitual behavior. But it also had to balance 

the grossness of residue with PAM’s relationship as a reassuring and supportive ally for our consumers.   

Additionally, the campaign had to reflect the differences between our General Market and Latino 

consumers’ beliefs around residue. 

 

PAM’s fully integrated ‘Haunted’ marketing campaign was supported with a budget of $12.7MM 

targeting our General Market and Latino Brand Switchers (women 25-54). The campaign ran from 

October 2012 through March 2013 and included television, print, digital advertising, competitive 

couponing, in-store and social marketing.   

 

To ensure that the creative idea resonated across consumer groups, the General Market and Latino 

agencies worked closely together.  We honed the creative through the use of Ipsos-ASI’s quant-qual 

AdLab and copy testing, in both English and Spanish.  

 

In television, we broke through with a suspenseful opening but balanced the “horror” of residue with 

charming, amusing residue characters that engaged the consumer in a humorous repartee to 

successfully deliver our hard-hitting news.  This was corroborated in our neuroscience learning on the 

‘Haunted’ spot; the ad’s introduction did a good job of building a storyline through suspense, a 

recognizable setting and appropriate lighting and music, thus engaging the attention of the viewer right 

from the beginning of the ad.  The spot received a strong Neuro Engagement Score, which is the mean 

of all the neurological measures (e.g., Cognition, Attention, Recognition, Visual, Auditory, and Emotion).   
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We knew that our Hispanic mom would spend the time scrubbing off the residue but that others in her 

family might not. Therefore, residue crept in when others didn’t take the time to scrub. The Spanish 

language execution reflected this reality along with residue’s connection to health in order to further 

enhance PAM’s relatability to our Latino consumer.   

 

We had learned that a compelling visual side-by-side comparison of PAM’s no residue formula vs. Store 

Brand would seal the deal. This powerful comparison became the signature visual that we leveraged 

across the marketing plan. It was telegraphic and motivating and created immediate stopping power that 

could work independently across mediums.  

 

Television was flighted during times when she was more likely to be cooking and baking:  Thanksgiving, 

Christmas, and Easter.  These were also times when she was more likely to shop our aisle, so couponing 

and in-store activity played a key role. We utilized our powerful side-by-side proof as a key visual on 

FSIs, shelf-talkers, and displays to reinforce our superiority and better influence a change in her buying 

behavior at those points closest to purchase.   To further reinforce our superiority vs. bargain brand 

cooking spray, Catalina coupons targeting bargain-brand cooking spray users provided additional 

incentive to buy PAM. 

 

Digital display, banner advertising, video pre-roll before cooking segments,  and digital roadblocks in 

content areas related to kitchen short-cuts were also executed during these key windows where she 

would be seeking out recipe inspiration and guidance.  

 

We also used the side-by-side comparison in a print campaign that proved to be PAM’s most successful 

print in terms of Breakthrough, Branding and Persuasion. 

 

PAM’s business results have been phenomenal: 

1. We met our marketing objective of closing the share gap vs. Store Brands.  From pre-to-post 

support, PAM’s volume share grew by 4.2 points while Store Brand’s eroded 5.5 points. 
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2. PAM’s  volume sales grew 48 of 49 weeks since the campaign launched  (the down week was the 

result of a shift in Easter timing, a key usage period). 
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3. Business results were achieved via generating strong total campaign awareness, top tier brand 

linkage, and above average branded campaign awareness.   Further, nearly half of all consumers 

who had branded proved awareness had seen three or more pieces of communication.  This was an 

improvement for us year-on-year, and a critical focal area since we know that significant changes in 

perceptions and demand measures occur among those who engage with three plus elements. 
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4. The campaign broke through with a memorable and meaningful message.   

• The use of the talking residue and signature visual resulted in PAM being one of the most 

memorable new commercials of 2013, keeping pace with some very large advertisers.  

• Among campaign-aware Latinos, there were improvements in PAM’s efficacy on residue and 

health perceptions.  Further, there were significant improvements in stated demand metrics of 

unaided usage, overall usage, and PAM being the brand most often used. 

• Among the general market, the communication significantly eroded efficacy perceptions of 

Store Brand while building demand measures of PAM among those who primarily use other 

cooking aids or Store Brand cooking spray most often. 
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5. Lastly, our continued focus on insight generation has helped to improve our internal metrics year-

on-year.  Delivering a new benefit to consumer in the ‘Haunted’ campaign delivered more volume 

and a better ROI than previous campaigns. 

 

Inspired by our consumers and guided by a thorough learning plan, PAM developed a revolutionary new 

formula, which truly solved a problem and accelerated brand momentum to reverse long-standing 

marketplace dynamics. 

 


